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Abstract. We study a quantum non-demolition(oNo) set-up for the measurementof
photon number,employingthe opticalKerr effect.A methodfor the compensation
of the
negativeeffectsof self-phase
modulationis discussed.
Lossesare takeninto account.It is
seenthat the performanceof the deviceis limitedin the firstplaceby losses.ratherthan bv
self-phase
modulation.

l. Introduction
The conventionalway of countingphotons,i.e. detectingthem with a photomuitiplier
or some such device,resultsin their annihilation.In recentyears,however,several
proposalshave been made to measurephoton numberswithout absorbingthe light
upon which the measurementis performed[1-8]. In sucha quantumnon-demolition
(oNo) schemeit is possibleto perform a secondmeasurementon the outgoingsignal
beamyieldinginformationabout phase[9]. This realisesan analogueof Heisenberg's
famous7-microscopeGedankenexperimentfor the joint measurementof two incompatible observables,thus making the eNo schemealso interestingfrom the point of
view of the quantumtheory of measurement[10].
Basicto the problem of the joint measurementof incompatibleobservablesis the
inaccuracyor non-idealityinducedin the measurementresultsof one observableby
adaptingthe measurementarrangementso as to yield alsoinformationon the second
one. A theory of non-idealquantum measurements
was developed[11], allowing a
characterization
of the non-idealitythus induced.The existencewas demonstratedof
a theoreticallower bound to the measurementaccuracies.
We first discussin section2 a basicset-up,basedon the optical Kerr effect. This
devicecan be seenas an applicationof the theory of the non-idealmeasurementof
photon number. Contributionsto the non-idealitystem from: (i) self-phasemodulation causedby an intensity-dependent
index of refraction, and inducing additional
noise in the photocurrent, (ii) lossesdue to absorptionin the Kerr medium. After
discussing
in section3 the non-idealityof this experimentin the idealizedcasein which
self-phasemodulationand lossescan be neglected,in section4 the influenceof selfphasemodulation is discussed.It is demonstratedthat in the basicset-upthis nonlineareffectincreasesthe inaccuracyof the measurement,and cannotbe compensated
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Figure l. Basic set-up. The signal beam S is passedthrough a non-linear Kerr medium K,
placeci in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This interferometer is driven by a laser,
e m i t t i n g a f i e l d i n c o h e r e n t s t a t e l B ) . T h e t r a n s m i t t i v i t y o f t h e f i r s t b e a m s p l i t t e ri s 7 . T h e
paper focuses on a /:+ scheme. V indicates a delay. which controls the reference beam
phasc; D and D are two identical detectors. Primes label outgoing fields.

for completely. An alternative measurementset-up is proposed in which this effect
can be compensatedfor completely in the losslesscase. In section 5 the influence of
losseson the functioning of the alternative device as a non-ideal photon meter is
discussed.It is demonstratedthat, although the lossesreduce the effectivenessof the
compensation, the alternative set-up is still preferable for small interaction times.
Finally, in section 6 the dependence on lossesof the alternative set-up as a eND
measuring apparatusis investigated.

2. Basic set-up
One type of eND schemeinvolves an optical Kerr medium placed in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer [1.2]. The basic set-up is shown in figure 1. A probe beam P and a
signal beam S are passed through a medium K (length {) with a third-order nonlinearity. Assuming both signal and probe fields to be single mode, the effect of the
medium can be describedby the application of an interaction Hamiltoniant 1{ for a
timer: tlc[1,2],

H,: tt:r1g.P,
+ lx(t)Ni+ !x(')fi3

(1)

(carets denote operators; ft:1; indices indicate the fields the operators work on,
corresponding to figure 1). Since -H, commutes with the free field Hamiltonian
Hn : (l/, + I )ra, + (N. + j;t -,,, we can use in the following the interaction picture
having H, as a Hamiltonian. As the first term in (1) indicates,the probe beam acquires
a phase shift proportional to the signalphoton number Nr. This phaseis measuredby
mixing the probe beam and a reference beam L in a balanced detector: we measure
the difference in the photocounts of detectors D and D. Consequentlyour read-out
o b s e r v a b l e .r e f e r r e d t o a s i . " , . i s

i."o, : No - Nu : i(di,h,'- AIAL.).

(2)

i The X for the three terms in (1) are in principle different, depending on frequency and polarization of the
light fields. This has been neglected. An analysis with three different X would, however, be completely
analogous to the one presented here.
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We shallat first neglectthe lasttwo termsin (1). Then we canderivefor the output
of this scheme(Heisenbergpicture)
(3)
f-"".: lldlexp(tuygWr + iq)r?t- drexp(-fty 1:rfis idaLl.
We haveincludeda nl2 phasejump for everyreflection.The referencebeamphaseg
can be controlledvia a phaseshifter(V in figure 1).
The probe beamand the referencebeamL are obtainedvia a beamsplitterfrom a
singlesource,a laserthat producesa coherentstatelB). Accordingly,the probe mode
is broughtinto the statel\/yB)p, the referencemodeinto liVl - y|)r, againincluding
a nl2 phasejump from the reflection.Here 7 denotesthe transmittivityof the first
beamsplitter(seefigure 1). In the presentpaperwe focuson a set-upwith 7:{. 4
secondtype of schemeinvolvesa homodynedetectionof the probe beam.This can be
whilekeeping{yB:p constant.
treatedanalogously
to the following,if we let y--->Q,
3. Non-ideality and measurementcharacterization
As shownby (3), a read-outof i..^, will yield informationon the photon number in
the incomingsignalstate.lVr. ln fact. the probabilitythat the.t..u. readoutwilt yield
outcome.r,can be written in the form
probl*"",(x) : 2 L(x In )prob6,.(n)
"

Y,,i.(xln)>0,v^ 4*1n1a*:t.
|

(4)

From (4) we seetwo things.Firstly, the outcomeprobabilitiesare not generatedby a
projection-ualuedmeasure,as prescribedby von Neumann, but by a more general
type of object: a positiueoperator-ualued
measure[12] (rovu). A discreterovr'a{M6}
is a set of operatorsthat satisfies
vkI4k>0
2*fuIt:i.
(s)
p,
For an object state
the probability of obtaining outcome k is then given by
Tr(pluI). We do not demand that ilIl,:M1,, so that the ilIo are not necessarily
projectors.
The secondthing we note in (4) is the particularform of the outcomedistribution.
It is a 'smearedversion' of the Nr distribution.Even if the input photon number is
sharp,the measurement
outcomeis not quite certain.Elsewhere[11] we haveused
the term non-idealityfor this relationshipbetweenthe measurementpovM and the
observableit is intended to measure,here Itlr. ttrus, althoughwe do not realize a
measurementof photon number in the senseof von Neumann,the Kerr devicecan
still be seenas a non-idealphotonnumbermeter.
The precisemeasurementstatisticscan be derivedonceprobe and referencebeam
statg_nre given. In the set-upof figure 1 these are the coherentstateslfyB). and
- T1)u aswe sawin the previoussection.We take
livl
E: nl2, whichis optimalin a
y:l scheme[6]. Taking expectationvalues over the probe and referencestates,
equation(3) gives
(f,,.u.).*r.n":lBl2sin(rg(3)n5)
(6)
conditionalon the S-photonnumber nr. More generallythe conditionalprobability
distribution of the output variable X."u. can be obtained from the characteristic
function
- 1) +ilBl' sin(r1(3)ns)sin(c)].(7)
(exp(ic,t*"",))r*r.n,:exp[lBl'?(cos(c)
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If the probe beam is strongenough,(7) may be approximatedby
(exp(ic-t
(g)
"".))r*1.,,-exp[-]lBl'zc'z+ilBl,sin(ry(r)nr)c].
This is the characteristicfunctionof a Gaussianwith meanlz and standarddeviationo
given by
(rx9rr)
H : (X^"^)p*r_.,, : lB l2sin
: lBlt.
s2: (A,2*^"ur)r*..,,

(9)

((,t-.",-(f,-"".))t)r*1.,, denotesthe read-outvariance,conHere (A2,t
"".)r*r.nr::
ditional on the signalphoton numbern5. The set-upis thereforecharacterizedby the
noiseo and the gain G, 6 1: l01tl}nrl. Thesemay be combinedin a measurefor the
device'sinaccuracyas an N, meter:
d 7 i . . : :o l G =

'
rXFtlpcos(rx(3)r5)l

(10)

The device functions linearly in the low photon number regime(rz(')(lgr)<
t),
becausethere we may approximate(9) and (10) accordingto

p : rxQ)l 7 l 2 n s

I

It
d i r - d 1 , :: o l C l ,-, _ u : . r , L , I
rx. tp| )

(11)

and hencethe non-idealityfunction), of ($ satisfies

A(xln):12n)-'1'/2o'*r(-*(cn-x)') .

02)

For the characterization of a non-destructive measurement device, such as this
one, measurement inaccuracy is not the only parameter. In fact, four 'correlations'
may be distinguished[5]:
(i)
{..",*{,
(ii) X,.u,*'N,
(iii) Ns-Ns

(iv) fr"l,
the S' observables
to be measuredin the outgoingsignalfield S, (cf figure1); 9 is a
phaseobservable[9]..Firstly,it is of courseimportant how good a measureof N, the
read-outobservableX."u, is. Preciselythis aspecthasjust beenquantifiedby meansof
the device'smeasurementinaccuracydp, (or de).Secondly,in a non-destructive
device
it is possibleto preparean output signalstatewith an approximatelyknown numberof
photons,conditionalon the measurement
outcome.Case(iii) indicatesthe lossesin
the device.The last correlationinvolvesinput and output signalphase.Its quality
showsto what extent phase,the observableconjugateto photon number,is disturbed
by the instrument.The phasedisturbanceis complementaryto the measurement
inaccuracy(D t10].Becausethis fourth aspect,and its complementary
relationship
with (i), hasbeentreatedin [9], and because
the third is a straightforward
functionof
the lossesin the medium, we will focus in the presentpaper on the first two. In
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addition to d6, we therefore need a characterization
of the quality of the correlation
between-t."u, and Nr,. First definethe correlationcoefficient,

(13)
Here (A'?*-*")': ((f,..",-(.f,"",))t) denotes the unconditional read-out variance.
Now considerthe N5, distribution. As losseshave been neglectedso far, Nr, :19r.
Hence the joint probability distributionof -f,."",and N5,satisfies
proba..u,a1r,(
x, n \: rl(xIn )probp.(n)

(14)

the functionA(xln) beinggiven,in the linearregime,by (12). If we usethe fact that
both noise and gain in (12) are independentof the signal photon number, the
correlationcoefficientcan be calculatedto be

c(f,,.",, Nr,):

G(A'Nr,)
r/:
(G':(A'zNs.)
+ o2;r',2(A2Nr,)

: ( o 2 G - , ( A , N r . ) -I + l ) - r D

(1s)

Note that the joint distribution(14) can be seenas the unconditionallV' distribution,
multiplied by a narrow function of n. Thus, for the quality with which the -t .u,result
determinesthe outgoingsignalphoton number, it is the n-width e of this multiplying
functionwhich is important.As this function approximatelyequalsthe Gaussian(12),
clearly€:do. Then (15) suggests
the quantity

to'o'
"': (.14|n;-')

(16)

as a suitable 'preparationinaccuracy'measure,representingthe inaccuracyin an
estimationof n5,from the .t,.u, data obtainedin this idealizedset-up.

4. Self-phasemodulation
In both the homodyneand the y: j schemes,however,the situationworsensassoon
as the two N'terms in (1) are included.Thesebecomeimportantin a non-resonant
Kerr medium as probe andlor signalstrengthincrease.Includingthe two terms, we
get for the probe beam at time r:

dy,: dpexp[-irlc)(l{, + +N,- +)].

(17)

The X."u. distributionwill still be of the sameform as(4). But the N2 termsin H1cause
a broadeningof the probestatesin the phasedirection('crescent
squeezing')
[1]. This
effect is known as self-phasemodulation (srrra).As it is preciselythe phaseof the
probe beam that containsthe N5 information, the seu spoilsthe quality with which
this information can be detected.It increasesthe device'snoise. Without the selfphasemodulationeffectit would follow from (10) that the inaccuracycan be reduced
indefinitelyby increasing
ldl.An analysisincludingsrv [9], however,showsthat this
is not the casebecausethe non-idealityfunction of the measurementchangesinto a
convolution of (12) with a distribution function representingthe extra noise, thus
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increasing
the quantitydufrom (11) accordingto
6,,: [(t y3\lB |) t + +lB lt]t,z> lr rtt)1-rrz2rr+

(18)

Thus, inclusion of self-phasemodulation causesthe measurement inaccuracy to have a
non-zero lower bound. The preparation inaccuracy e is similarly affected.
In the literature several proposals can be found for dealing with the effects of selfphase modulation by a clever choice of the reference beam phase g. Thus, in
[13] the
effect of the shift in the pump wave is taken into account by a suitable interaction
picture. In [1] it is demonstrated that, for the homodyne receiver (where the probe
strength is given bV B:f
y0<il, the choice

q: cot-t(rX(t)lB
l')

( 1e)

of the reference beam phase can cancel the contributions of sprrato the measured
observable. In [9], however, it was shown numerically that this only holds up to a
certain intensity of the probe beam, above which the effects of crescent squeezingon
the initially coherent reference beam can no longer be neglected. From the numerical
calculationit follows that, although for each value of lB l'?ttre measurementinaccuracy
can be decreasedby an optimal choice of g (see also [3]), it is in general not possible
to counter the effects of spv completely. For large probe intensities119
1'?theoptimal
value of g differs from (19) (see figure 2 of [9]). we found it possible, by choosing the
optimal value of cp,to improve the lower bound (18) to

-2s1.
do> oJlrlar;

(20)

In [2] two methods are proposed in order to avoid the self-modulation effect,
namely (i) using a resonantg(3)medium at a frequency @: ru,r*@p,(ii) cancellingthe
effect by means of a negative x(3)medium. Here we propose an alternative schlme
having the same effect. This scheme is based on the set-up of figure 2, which was flrst
considered by Imoto and Saito [6] in their discussionof losses.Again 7:J. Three
identical Kerr media are used. Then we can derive
rip.: exp(-,irXQ)NL,- jftyoNr)d,
: exp(-irx(3)Nl - irl(3)Ns _ itl?\N)A,

(2r)

rir-.: exp(-i rX(\ftrr,- +irx9l(lL + iE)d1-,
: exp(-irx(3)Np - izl(3)Nr iE)dy.
.+

Figure 2. Set-up with compensation. The set-up of figure I , with y : j , is supplemented
by two more Kerr media, identical to the first. These compensate for the effects of selfphase modulation on the probe beam P.
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Substitutingthese into (2), we see that the spn disappearsout oI
yielding (3) once again.The senris completelycompensatedforf .

xour altogetner.

5. Lossesand inaccuracy
So far, however, we have neglectedthe effect of lossesin the media. As theseare
never completelytransparent,lossesmay be expectedto be the next performance
limiting factor [6]. In a singlemodeopticalfield, the effectsof lossesmay be described
in the Schrodinger-Markovpicture [15] by a quantum stochasticmaster equation
(h: l\,

ap: -1[H,

- +[fi,p]. ).
B]_+ E@pat

at

(22)

picture,we mayuse
Equivalently,
in theHeisenberg-Markov
d(l)*
-+
: (,t[H,
A]_+ e@t
Aa- +[fi,r{].))*

(23)

At

Note that in (22) pure statesdo not in generalremainpure. If H=uald, coherent
statesform the only exception.In (23) the notation (,ri)* indicatesthat the equation's
derivation involves reservoir averaging[15] so that (lB)R+(l)*(B)* in general.
Combining (23) with (1), we get the evolution equation for two modeswith Kerr
interactionand lossest
d(/)n

/

: ( ' t r i , .A l - + E\ { a ^i , + ai t,r-v ,^.-l\l . ) )
\

"

,7'

(24)

/s.

Equation(24) canbe explicitlysolvedto give(seeappendix)
((ayr6!,69^2,t3,)(r))*:
d!n{2"*r1g(r) + O(rW, + E(t)Nrlai,6g,

Q5)

with
C(r) : -i(mt 4 n1* m2+ nr)t(
*ilm1m2- n,n2*I@i- nil + I@1- nl)ltxa)
D(t1 :

Q ( m 2 - n 2 +t t 2 m t - t ' " ) ( t )

n 1 +r / 2 m 2l-t z " z \ ( t )
E(t) :7(m1-

and

(26)
We may approximateE for small tXQ)by
^t-\,

\

z'""\tt-l

- exP-(-tE)
'^'rtt

s

I-ztE exp(-tO- exp(-2tl)
)12

m2x(3)2(27)

I The compensation goes a little differently if the three X are not equal. Let Xrr, yyy and Xppdenote the 1
that L and P beams experience in the Kerr medium. Then, since L and P beams have the same frequency,
interaction time z3 for K3 must then be taken rr:ryyyl(27rr-Xr)
to effect a complete
Xtt=Xpr.The
compensatlon.
f Note that the sub-unity quantum efficiency 7 of the detectors D and D is neglected. When included, this
simply leads to an increase of dp, by a factor r7 1/2(see e.g. [1a]). We have also neglected that the I may be
different for the different modes. If we did include this, the reasoning would remain completely analogous.
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for small I by
r(n)(/):imtx?)exp(-it0

- Im2t3grrtt'exp(-r().

(28)

Thus the losseslead, amongstother effects, to an attenuationof the correlation
between f5 and the probe phase, and hence to an attenuationof the correlation
betweenN5 and f,.".. Nevertheless,even with losses,we have a non-idealphoton
meter in the senseof (4).
For the set-upof figure2, we needto employ (25) three times,oncefor eachKerr
medium. This leadsto
Gi.dr.) : (@i,a,,)Q)exp(iE))*
"
= (d[ exp[- r( + D(r)N,, + E(r) N,, + iE]dy)p
: aL exp[-2rl + D(r; r)N, + E(r; r)Ny+ F(z)N. + iEld,

(29)

with
-ttz)(1r;
(1/2:
E(tr; tr) i : ?
tz)

D(tr; tr) ' - ;(-1l2; ''4(tr; tr)

F(tr): : E(t)(/r)
and
;(-,,)(/,; tr):: E@)(tr+
t).

(30)

The parameter/,,is definedby
': 5{-)(rr).
3(')(ro)
Note that E(tt; tt): D* (t; lr). Hence(E: nl2)

(d["6r"),
*, * *.,,: - +lPI' exp(-2r( + Re{exp
[D(r ; r)] - 1ilBl' + Fe)ns).
( 31)
For small rX(3).the approximation

e xp (3 '-,--)(r:
r))-' -u

- e pJ- tE) |"^r "'
!

| -2r(exp(-tE) - exp(-ZrE) ),,,1

(32)

Tm-z

is useful. For small I this further simplifiesinto
-^t(1; exp(E(''
t)) I-imt2ex(3)exp(-16)- ! m't'6rtt)'exp(-lrf ). (33)
With the aid of (29)-(3I), p and G can be determined(seeappendix).An analogous
calculationyields o. From thesedofollows, and is plotted in figure 3. For small r1(3),
using(27) and (32)
sinh(r()- z(1 vz

^
d^ o -6exp(i _ . )rt) (/ t r ' ' ' l d l ) - ' . x p (*3l B
r cf -) t )

tt+l

: lk xt\lF)- 2exp(3r(
) + t'elFl'1,,'
1/4.
> exp(frf )(+eIX(3\)tt1(rX(3))-

(3s)

The latter approximationholds for small (, employing(33) and (28). As the set-upof
figure 2 containsthree media, comparedto only one in figure 1.,it is clear that the
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Figure3' Performanceof y:i set-upwith compensation
(figure2), for fixed lengthr = rn
(dottedcurve)and for optimallychosenz : roo,(full curve).The performanceis calculated
from (29)-(31). It is ploned againstthe local laserstrengthlBl. too,l11,
is also indicated
(chaincurve, right y-axis).(ro6= 10-2; roXQ)
= 4x 10 12).
effects of the attenuation

of probe and reference beams is larger in the set-up with

compensation.Moreover, (34) shows that lossesreduce the effectiyenessof the
compensation.Nevertheless,comparing(35) to (18), we see that the minimum
inaccuracyhasbeenreducedroughlyby a factor 0[(16)t'o].Thus, for low r(, the set-up
with compensationis still preferableto the set-upwithout.
What we have not looked at so far is the interactionlengthz. This parametermay
be varied, for given e and ,ttl . Initially accuracywill increasewith r, but as losses
becomemore important, attenuatingboth probe and signalbeams,the quality will
eventuallydecreasewith increasingr. Hence there is an optimal value zoo,for z. For
smalllBl, lossesdominateand the secondterm (seu) in the squareroot factorof (34)
may be neglected,so that
z.o,: (1/6)log(2).

(36)

For large lB I, the influenceof spu dominates,and we mayuse(35),including
( onlyto
lowestorder, to get
- 1/3.
4o.- (il fr loEx(3P
(37)
)
Combining the roo,estimatesfor the two regimes with the expressionsfor the
inaccuracy,we find

6o:aE(xal1D-'
6o-(iEl7ltx(3))r/31v'3

(38)
(39)

forsmall and large lBl, respectively.
Equating(38) and (39), we obtainthe estimate
min(d) -O((Elx('))'',

(40)

for the best achievableinaccuracy.Both the optimum (40) and the two regimesare
clearly distinguishablein figure 3.
6. Lossesand output
As noted earlier, for larger valuesof rf , the set-upof figure2 is no better than that of
figure 1. For low lB l, however,roo,fis large.Indeedan evaluationof min(do)for figure
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1 shows that it is slightly lower than (40), though of the same order. But because
an optimization of z leads to large signal losses.Then most of the
4,:firexp(-r(),
advantagesof using a eND set-up are lost. In other words, in most casesof interest we
will prefer a situation with low rf , rather than one with r: roo,.Then the compensated
schemeworks best.
The correlation between Ny and fuu, can be evaluated analogously to the
measurement inaccuracy for the set-up of figure 2. This gives for small r1(3), using
definition (16),

|
t': (rXQ\l0l)2exp(2rl)+

-2rlexp(-tl)

I-r(exp(-r()-exp(-ro

*('

ke)'

- exp(-2tl)

2(r0'

wr

- expl-26;) laI'

r- exp(-rf)1:

: t /d., ,
\

*('

,r
">

/

I

I-r(exp(-rO-exp(-rf)

kE)'

:diexp(-zil+r(exp(-3rrOl"l'.

-exp1-r6;)lal'
(4i)

The latter approximation is valid for small zf. Hence also in the lossy case, the
preparative quality is linked directly to the measurement inaccuracy, with deviations
only for larger signal levels, l" | = Otld ll.

7. Discussion and conclusions
The compensation method of figure 2 provides a perfect compensation for srv, if
lossesare neglected.But if they are not, the intensitiesin the compensatingmedium
K3 are different from those in the other two media. This has the consequencethat the
compensation becomes imperfect, as is evidenced by (34). If the set-up could be
arrangedso that compensationand P-S interaction were to occur simultaneously,this
effect would be countered. A crude way of approximating this goal is sketched in
figure 4. We have replacedthe three media of length r by n triples of length r/n. In this
1 2

3 .". n

Figure4. Set-up with distributed compensation (/:j).
Instead of one triple of Kerr
media, as in figure 2. we use n triples. This counters the adverse effects of losseson the
compensation of the self-phase modulation.
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Flgurt 5. Pcrformanceof the 7 = j schemewith the compensation
of figure2 (chaincurve)
and of a homodyneset-up(7<1), plotted as a function of the local laserstrengthlBl.
Indicatedare homodyningvariantsusingan optimal choicefor q, both with (full curve)
and without (broken curve) losses.Note that for given B the probe field strengthis
different for homodyne and 7= rr schemes,due to the differencein 7. (r(= lg-2;
r ; { r r = u x l 0 1 2hi o m o d y n ey:= 1 0 - a . )

way the P-S interactionremainsof the samestrength,whereasthe spu term in (34),
i,e. the secondterm in the squareroot factor,is reducedby a factorn-2. As hi6,
this term disappears,and we get a systemeffectivelydescribedby an interaction
Hamiltonian

fri = X(3)l{/slV
+ I(3)d/1f + t7ot1i1z
+ +Xoftz+*Zo)1V3.

(42)

As can be straightforwardlychecked,this Hamiltonianleadsto a completecompensation of spM,even in the presenceof losses.
comparing the compensationschemeof figure2 to the homodynescheme,where
we counterspMby a suitablechoiceof referencebeamphase(cf (19)), we seethat for
typical valuesfor r;{r) and rf they perform comparably(figure5), For deueasingrf,
however, the quality of the homodyne scheme,unlike that of the compensation
scheme,is limited. Thus for smallenoughrf the compensationschemewill be better.
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Appendtx
In this appendix,we shall explicitlywork out the evolutionof a simpleoperator,for a
lossy medium without spt't.The full derivation of (25) proceedscompletelyanalogously. Next the compensatedschemeof figure 2 is considered.Noise and gain are
worked out for this configuration,leadingto the expressions
for inaccuracypresented
in the text.
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A solutionto the Schrcidinger
equationwith Hamiltonian(1), without sru, is given

bv

arQ)= exp(-ir1(3)1V,
)a, .

(A1)

Try therefore

dr(t):exp( /(r )N, + g(t))d.

(^2)

(A2) into (24),we get
asa solutionf.or(24)withoutspr'a.
Substituting
de\
/ /of
\
( |+N.+;
fe x p [ / ( r ) N , + g ( r ) ] d , )
\\at
l*
: (-il(3UVs
exp(/(r)1t5
+ g(r))a,
+ (exp(/(r)fi,+ g())@ia!- ][N., ,2r]*)
+ f exp(g(r)){,2lexp(
/(r )fir),t,- }[Nr, exp(/(r )fi5)]* ],io)*
: ((-is'"p, - i6 + 6Nriexp(-/(r))- l))exp(/(r)lu,+ g(r))ri,)o
.
Hence

0f_ -iy?t
* ([exp(-/(t)) - 1]
at

Ug:
-i6)s(t):s(0) - i6r. (A3)
at

It canbe verifiedthat the solutionto (A3) is givenby f(t): 3t-lt(t + 6), for somefixed
to. As/(0):g(0):0, it followsthat ro:0. If we includeseu, and solve(24)for more
complicatedoperators,equation(25) followsanalogously
to the above.
In the compensationschemeof figure 2, we first solve (24) for K3, leadingto a
result analogousto (25). This is then used as an initial condition for the K,/K,
equation.From this procedurewe get (29). Now, using(31), g:nl2 andy:t,
(X."^.).*r**,,,

: - 2rm(,(i
J,€)lllB.V'>,@li
€)Jnsl(rri,aL)^l"
0v4l@,<+i^/21
Bfl>,)
: lB12
Re{exp(D(r;
r))- r}lBl'+ F(r)nsl). (A4)
tm(expl-2rl+

Thus

Gln,=o= |B'zIm[F(r
)]|exp{-2r| + Re[exp(D(r ; r)) - \l P f] .

(As)

Furthermore,
- a?rd3,),
(f,'."* )r* r* *. ,, : (Nr, * NL"+ 2Np,NL,,- a';,a?r,,
nr*^, ^, .
We apply the analogueof (29) tor (d\d?r.)pto (,{6), to get
(f,t

"",).*r*^,

rs=0= lBl'zexp(-zlr) + +lBl4exp?a}r)

- +lBlRe(exp{
- 4rl + Re[exp(D2(r;
c))- 1]lBl'])

where
Dr(tr; tr) = ?(-1;t)(tr; tr)

Fr(tr)--EQ\(tr).

(A6)
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This gives
olns=o= (A'X.""r)r*.+R. n5=r

:lBl2exp(_29)
')) - lllBl'}).
+ }lB laexp(-afi)$ - exp{Relexp(Dr(r;

(A7)

(27)and(32)shows
If we combine(A7) with (A5), we getd6.Usingapproximations
us that for smallz7(3)

1- exp(-ro
^, : ----2r()
Gln.=o
|0l'x"' exp(
- lBl'?exp(-zlr)
ol,,=o
- 2teexp?t e) - exp(-2re)
+ +lBI' exp(-4rl)r
r,,,,

(A8)

From theselast two equations,equation(34) follows. We calculate(i."".Nr,)s+p+L+R
in an analogousway, from which C(X.."., Nr,; follows.This gives(41).
If we considerthe derivation of (A8) once again, we see that the real part of
exp(E) - 1 is important. As this is, in lowestorder, proportionalto 13,it reducesby a
factorn-3 if z is reducedby a factor lln. Hence,combiningthe effectof n triples,asin
figure 4,
Re[exp(E) - 1] * n(tytz)1n1t: n-2(rXQ))3.

(Ae)

Similarly,the imaginarypart of exp(E)- 1 can be seento be reducedby a factor lln.
But F remainsthe same.Hencethe effectof the set-upof figure4 is a reductionof the
secondterm in the squareroot factor of (3a) by a factor n-2. Moreover, if we let
/tl @, the analogueof (29) for the set-upof figure4 can be seento yield an evolution
compatiblewith (42): D and E disappear.For more generalexpressions,involving
other powers of r1y,and Ay",the samecan be seento hold. Hence we get a system
effectively describedby (2) and (24).
Note that in figures 3 and 5 the exact expressionsare used, without using the
r/t)u1 or zf (1. approximations.
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